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Exercise 1: Hoare Logic 10 Points
Show that the Hoare triplet L x < y M P L (x = y) ∨ (x = y + 1) M is satisfied under partial
correctness, where the program P is defined as follows:

while x < y do {
x := x + 1 ;
y := y − 1

}

We assume that the types of x and y are integers.

Exercise 2: VC Generation 10 Points
Take the above program and draw its transformed CFG where the loop has been ab-
stracted away using havoc edges and the (wrong) invariant x + y = 0. Conduct the WP
computation and write down the VC condition (that the theorem prover should reject.)
Important: do not simplify the logical formulas based on arithmetic laws or facts about
numbers.

Exercise 3: Interval Analysis 10 Points
Consider the following simple program:

x := 0 ;
while x < 10 do {

if x > 4 then x := x− 1
else x := x + 1

}

Perform interval analysis and for each iteration note the value of the variable x at the
second line in the program. This is the location just before evaluating the loop guard.

a) Perform interval analysis without applying widening/narrowings. Write the se-
quence of values for x at the location of interest.

b) Perform interval analysis with widenings and write down the resulting sequence.
c) Continue with regular fix-point iteration starting from the value obtained using

widening.
d) Finally, write the sequence you obtain if you perform a widening iteration followed

by a narrowing iteration.
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Exercise 4: Model-Checking 20 Points
The following is an honest attempt at implementing a lock-free stack.1

import java.util. concurrent . atomic . AtomicInteger ;

public class Stack {
private AtomicInteger count = new AtomicInteger ( -1);
private Object [] data = new Object [1000];

public void push( Object o) {
if (count.get () >= 1000)

return ;
int c = count. incrementAndGet ();
data[c] = o;

}

public Object pop () {
Object top;
int c;
while (true) {

c = count.get ();
if (c == -1)

return null;
top = data[c];
if (count. compareAndSet (c, c -1))

return top;
}

}
}

Unfortunately, the use of atomics does not solve the actual concurrency problems. Use
model-checking to identify an error trace.

a) Write a Promela model for this implementation.
b) Create two processes instances that push and pop a unique number (such as their

thread id).
c) Run SPIN and describe the resulting error trace.

1http://stackoverflow.com/questions/5614599/simple-lock-free-stack
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